WATEROUS PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT
Waterous over the past 127 years continues to produce high quality products for the fire service. Below we
highlighted a few products that not only lead the industry in innovations but provide the fire fighter with the most
advanced weapons to fight the toughest of fires.

CSC20 / CSUC20

S101C20

Designed with a two-piece,
horizontally split body with intake
and discharge passageways in a
single casting and on the same
level. This design provides the
lowest possible height, a lower
center of gravity, and more room
for hose reels, hose beds and other
equipment.
The CS/CSU Split-Shaft model is
equipped with a chain-driven C20
Transmission. The C20
Transmission provides the best InClass power transfer.The silent
chain-drive provides no gear
whining, provides positive shifting
and requires less horsepower that
will enhance the efficiency of the
apparatus.

Get the power and performance of
a traditional midship fire pump in a
compact, lightweight design. Made
of ductile iron, the S100 are nearly
35% lighter, and yet 25% stronger
than identical pumps made with
gray iron. Available as a directengine mount or matched with a
Waterous aluminum case
transmission.

Learn More

The S101 Split-Shaft model is
equipped with a chain-driven C20
Transmission. The C20
Transmission provides the best InClass power transfer.The silent
chain-drive provides no gear
whining, provides positive shifting
and requires less horsepower that
will enhance the efficiency of the
apparatus.
Learn More

Aquis™ Foam
Proportioner
It’s not easy to properly proportion
fire-suppressing Class A foam. To
get the ratios right, you need to
compensate for a number of
variables. Doing so demands
world-class engineering coupled
with dependable flow meter
technology. In other words, you
need The Aquis™ Foam
Proportioner from Waterous. It
delivers a level of performance and
reliability typically reserved for
more expensive Class A foam
proportioners.
Learn More

150-OS
ONE STEP™
CAFSYSTEM
When it comes to compressed air
foam systems, nothing can match
the ease of use of the ONE
STEP™ CAFSystem. ONE STEP
incorporates a powerful integrated
midship-mounted air compressor
system and revolutionary compact
foam generators to provide a
reproducible homogenous, microcellular, continuous bubble stream.
A characteristic of each ONE
STEP™ CAFSystem is the pre-set
flow rate and pre-set pressure for
water and air. The operator does
not have to adjust flows and
pressures.

Eclipse™
Used by more fire departments
around the world than any other
CAFSystem, the Eclipse™
CAFSystem from Waterous is easy
to operate, incredibly efficient and a
proven performer. The Eclipse™
CAFSystem buttresses your attack
capabilities with big flow rates up to
2,250 GPM, high pressure up to
150 PSI and impressive
suppression results.

Advantus® Foam
Systems
It takes more than concentrate and
water to create the world’s most
effective fire suppressing foam. It
demands world-class engineering
coupled with breakthrough
technology to get it right. In other
words, it takes Advantus®, the
world’s most advanced foam
system.

Learn More
Learn More

Learn More

Reasons to Choose Waterous

1.

Best in Class Service &
Support: Experienced Sales, Technical
and Manufacturing Staff. Stable
Leadership and company know-how.

2.

North American Made: We build our
products in North American with North
American content.

ASK WHERE YOUR PUMP IS MADE
For more information on Why to Choose
Waterous, click here.

REQUEST YOUR NEW WATEROUS
PRODUCT LINE BROCHURE

Waterous Company, 125 Hardman Avenue South, South St. Paul, MN 55075
651-450-5000
www.waterousco.com
Click here if you don't wish to receive these messages in the future.

